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A. Playground
enhancement

B. Aubrey Crescent-
existing character
reinforced

C. Greenock Road/ Brisbane
Street-
Future development as backdrop
to seafront

A. Public park-
enhanced amenity

D. Open views to sea
maintained and enhanced

D. Gaps in building line maintain
views to hill

E. Potential Greenock Road
development- under design
and phasing controls

F.Villa parkland- enhanced

G. Nardini development-
restoration and new backdrop
buildings

H. Existing commercial
townscape reinforced

I. Urban spaces-
environmental enhancement



LARGS SEAFRONT DESIGN FRAMEWORK

The seafront at Largs, while in some ways being a typical Scottish town esplanade, also has many unique
characteristics.

The variety of building ages, types, sizes and site configurations has created a seafront with particular qualities.
The set back to the building line and the consequent creation of a cultivated garden or park- like edge to the east
of Greenock Road allows the seafront to have a more open landscape quality with views of both the sea and the
hills.  This strategy sets out how each element of the seafront could be developed in a manner that respects the
existing character where appropriate or in other locations allows some change to occur.

The aerial diagram sets out the key points on the seafront which will determine how the townscape can develop.
Each of these has its own particular policy requirements

A. The existing Open Space should be enhanced through intensification of use and content

The combination of the beach, esplanade, Largs Green and the cultivated garden areas inland create a
unique resort for the public on the seafront of the town.  The exposed nature of the esplanade and Green
however reduces the potential enjoyment of the seafront when the weather is not perfect.

Where possible the hard and soft landscape should be developed and enhanced to provide numerous
small areas of shelter and leisure activity. The hinterland garden areas around the boating pond, Vikingar
Moorburn and Brooksby House in particular offer potential for better public use.

Local adjustments on parking arrangements may allow some increase in parking provision

B. Any development at Aubrey Crescent should respect the quality of these listed buildings

Alterations to the buildings will be controlled through the Listed Building Consent process. This also
applies to boundary walls and gates. Alterations which would undermine the consistent nature of these
buildings and any further erosion of the architectural qualities of the front elevation and front boundary
walls should be avoided.  The use of the buildings as Bed and Breakfast accommodation in itself should
not be contentious however any signage and advertising should be discrete.

Some consideration should be given to a re- ordering of the public parking opposite the crescent. The use
of end-in bays in lieu of parallel parking would increase capacity and make these more user friendly. This
arrangement also allows enjoyment of the sea view from the parked cars.

C. The Greenock Road/ Brisbane Street Development should respond to specific design
requirements in order to ensure any development is acceptable

The sites on Greenock Road bounded by Douglas Street and Brisbane Street have to respond to the legal
restraint on building line and be designed in a manner which enhances the nature of the site and location.
Appendix A sets out in detail the issues to be addressed in any development of this site

D. Open Views to the Sea should be maintained

Development of  sites on the east of Greenock Road or any landscaping on the esplanade should ensure
that views to the sea are maintained for the streets running back from the shore. Any hard or soft
landscape works or street furniture should not obstruct these key views

On the east of Greenock Road proposals should respect the existing side street building lines.



E. Potential Future Development  at Greenock Road/ Beachway will have to meet specific conditions
in order to form an acceptable pattern of developemnt

The development of residential sites to the north of Vikingar suggests that future pressure for
development may affect the plots between St. Mary’s Catholic Church and Vikingar. Development of these
sites is not a problem in principle however detail consideration must be given to how this is achieved.

The key issues are similar to those applying to the Greenock Road/ Brisbane Street plots. Any building
should preserve the existing building lines and landscaped frontage in order to preserve the open views
over and through the sites. Amalgamation of plots should be limited to a maximum of three plots in order
to retain views through the buildings to the hills.

The house plots in this location cannot be developed in a piecemeal manner. In order to maintain an
acceptable frontage any phasing of development should commence with the northern most plots adjacent
to Vikingar with future development following on to the south. The northern edge of the site should present
a public elevation of careful design to recognise the public park in front of Vikingar.

The height of any buildings should match the adjoining significant buildings of Millenium Court and St.
Mary’s Church. Details of acceptable heights is included in appendix D

F. Moorburn and Brooksby House grounds may be enhance as public parkland

Moorburn House and Brooksby House are two fine 19th century stone villas set in parkland type grounds.
Both properties are in use by Public authorities. with the buildings. boundaries and gates protected as
listed buildings.

The grounds of the buildings do however offer an opportunity for more intensive use for public amenity.
The protected nature of the park like gardens offers a generous resource to the public visiting the seafront
offering a more sheltered area for resort when the esplanade is exposed to the wind. Consideration
should be given to low key adaptation to allow such use.

G. Nardini’s Restaurant Site

Nardini’s Restaurant is an iconic building for Largs. The land and buildings to the rear yard however are
dilapidated and past their useful life.

Consideration should be given to allowing a 3 –4 storey development to the rear as part of a restoration
strategy for the restaurant. The development to the rear should be a recessive backdrop building which
retains the impression of Nardini’s as a pavilion like building.

H The buildings on Gallowgate should continue to form a commercial leisure based frontage with
residential use on upper floors

Wholesale replacement of individual buildings on Gallowgate are unlikely. Small scale alterations and
adaptations however can continue to improve the frontage.

Proposals which support the current commercial uses and maintain town centre residential use on the
upper floors are to be encouraged. Proposals  should seek to enhance the current qualities of the
buildings in particular the older properties with choice of scale, materials and colour controlled thorough
the normal planning process

I. Urban Spaces Enhancement

Largs town centre has a street pattern with an irregular building line creating a series of small hard
landscaped urban spaces- on Gallowgate and on Main Street at Manse Court and Hyndman Green.
These small open spaces create a degree of variety to the commercial town centre.

Small scale enhancements of soft planting seating and street furniture could improve the quality of the
commercial centre of the town for pedestrian use. Proposals for the station buildings can contribute to this
strategy. Outline guidance is given in Appendix B



The restrictions on development imposed by the
limits of the building line could potentially be
removed on a legal challenge.

In this event some consideration could be given to
allowing limited development to enhance this key
location on the seafront. The existing semi-
detached houses do not present a high quality
frontage to this site.

The example of No.1 Aubrey Crescent suggests a
high quality freestanding pavilion could be a
successful form of development. The two buildings
old and new would then form gatehouses for the
north end of the esplanade.

APPENDIX A- Greenock Road/ Brisbane Street Brief

The sites on Greenock Road and Brisbane Street are the northern-most plots which are seen as part of the
seafront. Coming from the north crossing Douglas Street effectively marks the arrival on the esplanade. The sites
therefore have to be considered as part of the residential seafront townscape which runs north from Nardini’s.

This seafront has a number of unique characteristics which give the esplanade a particular character and amenity
value. The buildings to the east of the main Greenock Road are set back a variety of distances from the road. This
has encouraged a cultivated landscape edge along the road particularly at Moorburn and Brooksby House where
a parkland has developed. This cultivated landscape provides a foil to the flatter open esplanade and provides a
sheltered hinterland to the seafront. This is a significant feature of this part of Largs.

The buildings themselves then serve as a backdrop to this open space. The small scale of the frontages ensures
this backdrop is not monolithic but varied and intermittent. The space between the buildings allow views from the
esplanade of the hills behind- Largs is seen to sit between the sea and the hills.

The site at no 68 Greenock Road is recognised as the terminal site of the seafront building line and as such this
can have some limited prominence

The development of the Greenock Road/ Brisbane Street site must respond to this particular character by
following certain design guidelines.

- The main building frontage is to sit behind the legally proscribed building line. This sets any frontage at no
66 at a maximum of 10 feet in front of no.60. The frontage to no 68 is set at 20 feet in front of no. 66

- a cultivated garden frontage of proscribed depth is to be maintained adjacent to Greenock Road

- the existing stone boundary walls to Greenock Road have to be retained.

- hardstanding areas can be provided between the building line and the frontage garden area

- the building line on Douglas Street should be respected to maintain open views to the hills and of the sea
from Douglas Street

- any proposed development should be set 4- 5 m from adjoining side boundaries above ground floor level to
maintain views to the hills

- building heights should have some variety. Generally the building should be 2- 3 storeys. At this height the
rise in ground level up to the plot at no 68 should allow some prominence to the terminal building however
this should be kept at or below the actual datum of Millenium Court to the south either with matching eaves
heights or matching ridge heights



Appendix B- Largs station townscape strategy

The design for a re- developed station at Largs should have two key townscape objectives

-  To create a sense of enclosure and streetscape to  Main Street and Hyndman Green.

- To enhance the sense of arrival for visitors alighting at the station

The irregular building line in Main Street is a remnant of the medieval street pattern when the Main Street area
was the marketplace for Largs. This irregularity creates a series of small places on the Main Street rather than
merely a pavement frontage.

At the station forecourt the setting back of the building line opens a view to  Hyndman Green terminated by the
elevation of the Former Linen Bank – one of the more unusual listed buildings in Largs.

Development at the station should maintain the existing building line.

The street elevations in the town centre are the result of incremental development with buildings of varying age,
height and detail. As a large development site the station should allow variation in height and should not create a
monolithic elevation to Main Street.

The massing of the development should be varied to respond to key elements of the site - corners,
entrances etc.

The station forecourt and Hyndman Green are currently dominated by cars and taxis. Environmental
improvements to the area and controlled treatment of vehicles will enhance the townscape and quality of space on
arrival in Largs.

The design of the external spaces should create a welcoming urban space with provision for vehicles
treated as visually subordinate.

Largs is a seaside town. A true sense of arrival could be created with views to the sea. There is the potential for
the design to create a view down to the sea and across to Cumbrae framed by two outstanding church spires- a
unique welcome to Largs. This could be further enhanced by adjustments to the ends of the platforms

The detail design of the station buildings on Crawford Street should allow a view of the sea on alighting
from a train.

A new frontage to Main Street with a sense of enclosure, varied
building heights and environmental improvements for pedestrians

Enhanced Public realm
to Hyndman Green

Varied building
heights

View of the sea and Cumbrae framed by the
Clark Memorial and St. John’s Churches



Appendix C- Supporting Documents

In preparing this design supplement a number of documents were prepared to record and
analyse the existing character and qualities of the Largs seafront. These included

- a photographic record of the front elevations of all the buildings in the study area

- historical maps of Largs Bay

- panorama photograph of the seafront

- Land use map

- building heights

- material colours

- building footprints and building line

- landscape and open space analysis



Appendix D- Development height restrictions

Any potential development along the east frontage of Greenock Road between St. Mary’s
Church and Vikingar should be limited in height. The main ridge height on the front façade of
St. Mary’s would be an appropriate upper limit for any  development .

the height of any proposed development should as illustrated in the photomontages below.


